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PREFACE

The Indian Law Institute is the premier legal research Institute in the country. ILI

has established itself as an Institute of excellence in the field of Law. It has made

notable contribution in the legal arena. Besides performing important advisory

role in fostering the empirical research and making law as an instrument of social

engineering, it undertakes research on current legal issues.

Apart from the various renowned publications of the Institute such as Journal of

the Indian Law Institute, Annual Survey of Indian Law, the Institute publishes

books in various fields of law. In addition, ILI Library, which is one of the most

resourceful law libraries in India, is bringing out the ‘Index to Indian Legal

Periodicals’. It is a yearly publication published since 1963. This Index is a very

good source of information for the researchers who are looking for the literature

relevant to their field. The Index provides access to articles in a wide range of

subject areas published in various legal journals which are being received in ILI

Library. It facilitates users to search for articles on a given topic. This Index is

broadly divided in two parts. Part-I covers Index of Indian Legal Periodicals in

which articles are arranged subject-wise, followed by Author Index and Subject/

Keyword Index. Part-II covers Index to select Foreign Articles. The foreign

articles given in Part II have been included to facilitate quick search of foreign

periodicals received in the Indian Law Institute Library.

The Index is prepared by Mr. S.C. Prusty, Registrar & Librarian I/C and Ms.

Gunjan Jain, Assistant Librarian with the assistance of Ms. Sonam Singh, Library

Superintendent  and Mr. Nitin Bansal, Library Assistant of the Institute. I appreciate

their contribution and hope that this publication would greatly benefit researchers.

Prof. (Dr.) Manoj Kumar Sinha

Director
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